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Answer: B

QUESTION: 258
A system administrator is performing a data-only recovery of the Enterprise Vault (EV)
servers. What must be identical about the servers?

A. TCP/IP subnet
B. operating system version
C. EV Service Pack level
D. EV geographic site

Answer: C

QUESTION: 259
Which dataset is rebuilt programmatically if the recovery is incomplete?

A. Vault Store data
B. Index data
C. Enterprise Vault databases
D. Webapp.ini

Answer: B

QUESTION: 260
Refer to the Exhibit.
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Upon completion of a recovery of Enterprise Vault (EV), the administrator is performing
a verification of EV post recovery. The administrator receives the error message in the
exhibit. Which data set is unavailable?

A. Vault Store data
B. Index location
C. Registry
D. Shopping Location

Answer: B

QUESTION: 261
An organization's administrator has recovered a failed Enterprise Vault server to new
hardware with a new host name. Which two additional procedures must be performed for
a successful recovery? (Select two.)

A. edit the webapp.ini file with the new host name
B. execute a SQL Query Analyzer script to update the computer entry table
C. update the ODBC Connections on the server with the new host name
D. update the registry settings with the new host name
E. update DNS alias with new host name

Answer: BE

QUESTION: 262
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The administrator for a company with 800 licensed mailboxes must provide a solution to
use in the event of an Enterprise Vault (EV) server failure. The administrator wants to use
building blocks. Which three elements are required so that the EV built-in Update Service
Locations failover method is possible? (Select three.)

A. a completely separate disaster recovery data center
B. EV server DNS aliases
C. a remote SQL server
D. a license for Veritas Cluster Server
E. a license for Microsoft Clustering
F. remote (non-direct attached) storage

Answer: BCF

QUESTION: 263
The Enterprise Vault (EV) administrator's availability solution involves clustering from
an existing non-clustered EV environment. According to the Installing and Configuring
Guide, which three statements describe how nodes are defined prior to the upgrade?
(Select three.)

A. The EV server must have a full set of Indexing, Shopping, Task Controller, and
Storage services.
B. The EV server should already be configured in a non-clustered configuration, and it
must already be stand-alone.
C. The EV server must have a full set of Indexing, Monitoring, Task Controller, and
Storage services.
D. The EV sites must be configured using unqualified DNS aliases, instead of fully
qualified names.
E. The EV servers must be configured using unqualified DNS aliases, instead of fully
qualified names.
F. The EV server must have the Journaling task and Archiving tasks configured.

Answer: ABE

QUESTION: 264
Refer to the Exhibit. The picture Missing The CIO has provided a disaster recovery (DR)
solution outlined in the exhibit. Los Angeles is the primary site host and Denver serves as
the secondary site host. The application data is stored on the primary site and replicated
to the secondary site by using the VERITAS Volume Replicator (VVR). Los Angeles
provides data and services during normal operation.
If a disaster occurs and its data is
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destroyed, Denver can take over the role of Los Angeles, making the data accessible. The
application can be restarted on that host. How should this solution be implemented?

A. set up the Global Cluster Option (GCO) components for wide-area recovery, add the
VVR components for replication, set up the cluster on the secondary site, and add the
cluster on the primary site
B. add the VVR components for replication, add the cluster on the primary site, set up the
GCO components for wide-area recovery, and set up the cluster on the secondary site
C. set up the cluster on the primary site, set up the cluster on the secondary site, add the
VVR components for replication, and add the GCO components for wide-area recovery
D. add the cluster on the primary site, set up the VVR components for replication, set up
the cluster on the secondary site, and add the GCO components for wide-area recovery

Answer: C

QUESTION: 265
Refer to the Exhibit. The picture Missing An administrator is designing Enterprise Vault
(EV) in an active/passive cluster. According to the EV Installing and Configuring Guide,
a shared volume should be created for indexing service data, Shopping service data, and
PST holding folders. Which three other components should have shared volume storage
for successful failover? (Select three.)

A. Vault Store database
B. Vault Store partitions
C. EV Directory database
D. Microsoft Message Queue Service
E. Registry replication data

Answer: BDE
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